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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW:   SCOTT PIERCY       
Saturday, July 18, 2015       
 
 

Q.  Great playing today, you looked pretty exacerbated out there on the greens.  Was 

it reading greens, hitting it the way you wanted to? 

 

SCOTT PIERCY:  I played great today.  I was a little frustrated with a 65, the greens did 

have me a little flustered.  The grain is a lot heavier than the grain we normally play on.  I'm 

hitting pretty good putts, but it's just not good enough, I guess. 

 

Q.  You're 42nd in the FedEx Cup points race.  Ricky Barnes you played with is 177th.  

We have a lot of players here who don't have status for next year.  Does that give you 

an advantage going into tomorrow? 

 

SCOTT PIERCY:  You know, I've won a couple times where I think a couple of the guys that 

are up there haven't won yet, so I think that's probably a bigger advantage is that I've gotten 

it done a couple times.  Not worried about locking up my card this week or stuff like that is 

another advantage.  The game feels good.  If I cannot be so frustrated on the greens, I think 

it would be a different story.  

 

Q.  What was going well out there? 

 

SCOTT PIERCY:  I've been striking it well.  I'm hitting it where I'm looking, right distance 

control.  I just need to get that putter a little bit dialed in a little bit more.  Today I shot 

6-under today and I missed it from two feet on 15 and I had a whole bunch more, you know, 

that were realistically birdie putts.  I still made some, but as often as I'm hitting it close, I feel 

like I should be making a few more. 

 

Q.  You've been hitting it pretty far off the tee, including 18.  What's more important, 

that or the fact that your driving accuracy has been among the best in the field? 

 

SCOTT PIERCY:  You know, both.  If you hit it far and straight, you definitely have an 

advantage.  A lot of these bunkers are right where I can carry them and other guys can't, so 

there's a big discrepancy between where I can hit it on some holes and the other guys can't.  

18, for example, I had 126, I think Ricky probably had 190.  So wedge versus 7-iron to that 

hole, that pin is a lot easier. 

 

Q.  What's it mean going into the final round, at least for right now, tied for the lead? 

 

SCOTT PIERCY:  You know, I feel confident.  The game feels good.  If I can get that putter 

to not frustrate me so much, hopefully we can hold the trophy tomorrow. 
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